
 
          

 
US TV series  :  19      :  dir.     :  CBS                                         :  ? x ? min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Bobby Fain; Josh Copeland; Christopher Masterson; Gregg Perrelli ………….……….………… 
Adult cast unknown 
  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Words   Ω  8    M   Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

6127 0.5 1 0 305    -    -    -   -    - No unseen 

 
 

NAMBLA Bulletin media column note: 
 
“I am amazed (and thrilled) at the sudden 

explosion of boy exposure on TV and in the 

movies! Even since this column appeared for 

the first time in last month's Bulletin, the 

number of new TV series and movies, as well 

as big-screen movies with a boy or boys in 

leading rolls [sic], has been delightfully 

abundant…  

 

Television is definitely making some major 

boy progress… "The Road Home" (CBS) 

[features] a wonderful assortment of boys, 

from seven-year old Calvin, played cutely by 

Gregg Perrelli, to his 13-year old, curly 

blond-headed brother, Sawyer, played by 

Christopher Masterson. Adding spice, and 

some nice, smooth, bare-chested shots, are 

blond, green-eyed Arthur Doomas (14), played 

by Bobby Fain, and his blue-eyed, 

short-cropped, blond-haired cousin, Twig (13), 

played by Josh Copeland. Unfortunately the 

latter two are in competition with Calvin and 

Sawyer's sister, Darcy. But who knows? 

Maybe they can figure out the "winner of the 

dame" with a "who can shoot the farthest" 

contest. (Come on, now! I meant watermelon 

seeds!).” 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
No further information currently available.  Some US readers may have a problem with the 
archive quoting that particular source, but it as valid a reference point on American pop TV 
culture as any other. The archive gathers relevant information from whatever published media 
it encounters (even those which have so little of substance to say).  Nothing else is currently 
known of Fain, Copeland, Masterson or Perrelli. 
 
See subject index under TV SERIES, pending any more useful information. 
 
 

The Road Home 


